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The principal goal of the program is to develop two-photon absorption spectroscopy(TPAS) as

a tool for characterizing HgCdTe, to identify impurity and defect levels in the forbidden energy gap

of HgCdTe, and determine the effect of these impurities on the lifetime of minority carriers by the

use of time-resolved spectroscopic studies. The specific tasks to be started in the first year from

section 3.0 of the statement of work are:

a. Build an experimental facility specifically designed for the characterization of HgCdTe,

with special emphasis given to infrared laser systems, variable low temperature

apparatus, and high magnetic fields.

b. Investigate TPAS at energies below the bandgap for HgCdTe and identify all observable

sub-band gap energy levels.

c. Identify impurity related energy levels and correlate with specific impurities.

e. Investigate the time-resolved behavior of HgCdTe to two-photon absorption excitation.

Use information obtained to estimate the "generic lifetime" of the charge carriers.

f. Analyze "lifetime" data to determine surface and bulk recombination probabilities.
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Referring to the interim Time Phase Task Schedule (Table 1) included in this report, it can be

seen that all first year tasks have been started on time and, good progress is being made in each

task. Specifically, the highlights of the last year's progress is summarized by task as follows:

Task (a) An experimental facility specifically designed to study HgCdTe has been completed

and is fully operational. A schematic diagram of the experimental layout is detailed in Figure 1.

The specific equipment purchased and installed during the first year were: an Apollo model 150

CO. laser, an Apollo model 125 far infrared laser system, and a 120 kG superconducting solenoid

mounted in a Janis 16CNDT supervaritemp dewar. The solenoid has magnetic field modulation coils

capable of producing AC magnetic fields of ± 500 gauss peak-to-peak. The CO. laser is grating

tunable and is capable of producing continuous wave powers greater than 100 watts for any of the

available laser frequencies. The laser can be operated in any one of four modes: continuous wave,

electronically pulsed, electronically chopped, and Q-switched. The variable temperature cryostat

containing the superconducting solenoid is capable of producing sample temperatures between 1.8 K

and 300 K, controllable to ± 0.5K. In addition, during the first year a Spex model 1404 0.85 meter

double spectrometer was purchased and installed. This piece of equipment will be used during the

second year of the program to study two-photon-induced luminescence from HgCdTe samples.

Sample holders for the low temperature cryostat have been designed to allow for rapid sample

change and cooldown. The sample is mounted in an integrated circuit chip carrier which is non-

magnetic and mates to a socket permanently attached to the sample holder. A detailed description

of the carrier is shown in Figure 2. Twelve leads are available to bring out the sample signals.

This flexibility permits the measurement of several samples during a single low temperature run.

During the first quarter, all features of the UNT Infrared Laser and High Magnetic Field

Facility were put into working order. The magnetic field modulation coils were tested by studying

( the Shubnikov de-Haas effect in a number of different samples: (I) GaSb, (2) MBE-grown HgTe,

and (3) superlattices of HgCdTe. The results of the HgTe study were reported at the 1987 U. S.

Workshop on the Physics and Chemistry of HgCdTe and in the two published articles1',.

mm4mlm mmmmmmm~mm m ia m
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Task (b) Two-photon magnetoabsorption (TPMA) spectra have been obtained for the first

time for samples of p- and n-type HgCdTe. A variety of samples with x-values between 0.24 and

0.31 have been studied and the results analyzed to extract the energy band structure and temperature

dependence of the energy gap of HgCdTe. Detailed information on the samples studied during the

first year is given in Table II. Figure 3 shows typical TPMA spectra (high field region) obtained as

a function of laser wavelength for sample #1, along with one-photon (OPMA) and impurity (IMA)

data seen at lower magnetic fields. The two strong TPMA peaks seen here between 80 kG and 120

kG have also been observed in every sample of HgCdTe studied this year and are identified as the

two photon transitions denoted by LI and L2 in Table II. Theoretical calculations of transition

energies versus magnetic field are shown in Figure 4 for each of the magneto-optical effects

mentioned above. The magnetic field induced or Landau level energies were calculated using a four

level energy band model and the following set of energy band parameters3: Ep = 19 eV, A = 1.0

eV, -y - 3.3, 77 = 0.1, 73 = 0.9, r = -0.8, F = -0.8, q = 0.0, and N, = 0.0, and the appropriate one-

or two-photon selection rules. The value of the energy gap (Eg) was determined by fitting the

theoretical energies to the OPMA and TPMA data using E8 as an adjustable parameter. The

transition energy for TPMA are given by

ba,b a lb
2hw -= E '(nc, B) - (()vB)

_ab,

where /1w is the photon energy of the laser, E c (nB) represents the energies of the conduction
band Landau Levels of spin state a or b, Eab(nvB) represents the energies of the valence band

v

Landau levels, n is the Landau quantum number, B is the magnetic field, and the zero of energy is

defined at the top of the valence band. For a consistent description of both the OPMA and TMPA

data, a 2 meV exciton binding energy was added to the OPMA data. The TPMA selection rule

dependence was tested by obtaining TPMA spectra using left circularly (aL) and right circularly

polarized(aR ) laser light. An example of the spectra is shown in Figure 5. According to second

order perturbation theory, two-photon absorption transition probablities are proportional to the

Ill I .... r,,,r ,
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product of two matrix elements. In the "intra-interband" transition picture, one matrix element

represents an intraband transition while the other represents an interband one. Thus, two-photon

absorption is predicted to be strongest using al , polarized light since the controlling intraband

transition is cyclotron resonance. It is seen in Figure 5 that the TPMA selection rule An = +2 for

oL polarization is confirmed by the clear dependence of the TPMA spectra on polarization.

Finally, the broad peak (long arrows) observed on the high field side of the last OPMA peak

is identified as an arising from electron transitions from a shallow acceptor to the lowest conduction

band Landau level. Comparison of this IMA data with the theoretical predictions yields an acceptor

binding energy of 9.8 meV. This energy is consistent with that for Cu acceptors in HgCdTe 4. A

major significance of this result is that IMA spectra provides a new means of detecting the presence

of compensating acceptors in n-type material.

Figures 6, 8, 10, 11, and 13 show examples of TPMA spectra obtained for sample *2, #3, #4,

#5, and *6, respectively. In each case the two strong TPMA resonances Li and L2 are observed.

In addition, samples #1, #2, and #6 show weak TPMA structure whose identification are given in

Table III. Figures 7, 9, and 14 show the comparison of theoretical predictions to the TPMA data

for samples #2, *3, and #6. This comparison for samples #4 and #5 are shown in Figure 12, along

with a summary of other results. In each case the TPMA data provides a very accurate measure of

the energy gap of each sample. As a result, TPMA measurements have been used this year to

investigate the temperature dependence of the energy gap of HgCdTe. Examples of the temperature

dependence of the TPMA spectra are shown for sample *1 in Figure 15 and sample #3 in figure

16. Also shown in Figure 15 is the temperature dependence of the OPMA spectra. The magnetic

field positions of the two strong TPMA resonances are seen to be relatively independent of

temperature between 2K and 15K, then shift to lower magnetic field at higher temperatures. The

data was analyzed by calculating the TPMA transition energies using the 4-band model with Eg as

the only parameter adjusted in order to fit the experimental data. The resulting values of Eg versus

temperature for samples *1, *3, *4, *5, and #6 are shown in Figure 17 and are compared to the

empirical predictions of Hansen, Schmidt, and Casselman (HSC) 5 . The TPMA energy gap result is

....... ' ' =,-a . mummam am nmaumw laluluuomllm nllINN mR ine
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seen to be relatively independent of temperature below 15K, increases more rapidly than the

predictions of HSC between 20K and 100K, and finally above 100K has a slope that can be

explained by the HSC realtionship. Thus, TPMA measurements have allowed the first observation

of the "flattening" of Eg vs T in HgCdTe at temperatures less than 20K.

Preprints of the TPMA results presented above are appended to this report. They are entitled

"New Laser-Based Magneto-Optical Studies of HgCdTe Alloys" (to be published in Solid State

Communications) and "Nonlinear Magneto-Optical Spectroscopy of HgCdTe by Two-Photon

Absorption Techniques" (to be published in the Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology).

Task (c) As dicussed above, the first observation of impurity magnetoabsorption (IMA) in

HgCdTe has also been made during the course of this year. Specific levels have been measured and

are listed in Table II. Specifically, as discussed in Task (b), electron transitions from a shallow

acceptor level to the lowest conduction band Landau level have been observed (see Figure 3, long

arrows) and theoretically described (see Figure 4). The transition energies for one photon IMA are

given by

a,bPcw = Ec (nc,B) - Ei, (2)

where fcw is the laser photon energy and Ei is the binding or activation energy of the impurity state,

as referenced to the top of the valence band. As B--0 kG, Eab(n
c ncB)-Eg and the zero field

intercept equals Eg -E i . For the IMA shown in Figure 3 this analysis yields 9.8 meV for the

acceptor binding energy. This identification has been confirmed by the temperature dependence of

the IMA peak and the time-resolved behavior of the photoconductive response. Thus, IMA

techniques provide a new way to detect the presence of compensating or residual acceptors in n-

type material.

Figure 18 shows the wavelength dependence of the TPMA resonances for sample #5. This

figure again shows the presence of the two strong TPMA resonances, as indicated by the short

arrows. However, at higher magnetic fields, weaker and broader resonances are seen, as indicated

,I I I
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by the long arrows. These resonances cannot be theoretically described by TPMA processes; instead

they can only be interpreted as resulting from electron transitions from near mid-gap levels to the

lowest conduction band Landau level. The theoretical description for these transitions using

Equation 2 is given in Figure 19 (shown also in Figure 12). The transition energy versus magnetic

field plots show excellent agreement between the experimental data and the calculated transition

energies, yielding activation energies of 94 and 100 meV for the two near-midgap levels.

Finally, new magneto-oscillatory structure has been observed which does not shift with

incident photon energy and is thus not magneto-optical in nature. Examples of this structure are

seen for sample #1 in Figure 3 and Figure 20. These oscillations are observed only in the

photoconductive response at high laser intensities and exhibit a periodicity with inverse magnetic

field. Given these features, the following models to explain the data were considered:

(1) Two-dimensional Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations

(2) Impurity-assisted magnetophonon oscillations.

(3) Magneto-impurity oscillations.

Each of these models and experimental support (or lack thereof) for each is discussed below.

(1) Shubnikov-de-Haas (SdH) oscillations for a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)

resulting from an electron accumulation layer have been frequently seen on samples of n-HgCdTe.

The 2-D layer is usually the result of a passivating oxide layer at the surface of the sample which

possesses a large positive fixed charge. However, if the 2DEG exists, the SdH oscillations should be

seen in the dark magnetoresistance of the sample since its existence does not depand in any way on

optical excitation. In addition, the periodicity (in kG- ) of the SdH oscillation depends strongly on

the concentration of the 2DEG thus the sample surface preparation and/or passivation. However,

the magneto-oscillatory structure observed has been seen only in the presence of photoexcitation and

in a number of samples of widely varied surface preparation and passivation. Thus, there is not a

strong case at this point for believing that the structure observed is SdH oscillations arising from a



2DEG.

(2) Impurity-assisted magnetophonon (IMP) oscillations, usually observed under hot electron

conditions, arise from a process whereby an electron emits a longitudinal optical (LO) phonon and

becomes bound to an impurity. The resonance condition for such a process is given by6,

nIAWc + Ei = AWo, (3)

where wc is the cyclotron frequency and wo is the LO phonon energy. The hot electrons in this

process can be created either by high electric fields in the sample or by strong optical excitation.

The oscillatory structure arising from such a process would be periodic in inverse magnetic field and

would occur whenever

nhwc - hWOo - E i = AE. (4)

Assuming that the impurity involved is the same that was responsible for the IMA resonance seen at

higher fields in sample #1 (whose binding energy is 9.8 meV) and, using 17.3 meV for the LO

phonon energy7 , a resonance should occur whenever nhctc equals AE or 7.5 meV. From the

analysis of the data shown in Figure 20, AE is 5.5 ± I meV, somewhat below the predicted value of

7.5 meV. However, the match of predictions to theory is close enough that the IMP model cannot

be ruled out at this time.

(3) Magneto-impurity (MI) oscillations have been typically observed in wide gap

semiconductors such as GaAs, InP, and Ge. These oscillations result from an inelastic scattering

process whereby a free carrier resonantly exchanges energy with a second carrier bound to a shallow

impurity. The MI oscillations are observed under similar conditions to those of IMP oscillations and

occur whenever6

I
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nhw c = E2-El ,  (5)

where E. and E. are the energies of two impurity states of the same impurity, one of which is

usually the ground state. If a very simple hydrogenic model for the excited states of the acceptor

impurity is adopted then oscillations would occur whenever fowc equals 7.3 meV. This prediction is

somewhat closer to the observed AE of 5.5 meV for the oscillations shown in Figure 20.

At this point it is difficult to confirm or rule out either the IMP or the MI model. Further

experimental and theoretical work will focus on ways to delineate between the two mechanisms.

Task (e) and (f) Work in these two tasks has proceeded in two areas: (1) The development

of a novel method to determine the true minority carrier lifetime in p-type narrow gap materials,

and (2) the investigation of laser-induced impurity absorption processes and carrier dynamics in p-

type material. Work in the second area is aimed primarily at determining the individual absorption

and recombination coefficients of impurity and defect levels along with their respective

concentrations. Progress in these areas is summarized below.

During the first year a novel method was developed to determine minority carrier lifetimes.

The basis for the method about to be discussed is a technique recen0y developed at UNT to obtain

information about multi-carrier semiconductor systems (see Applied Physics Letters, Volume 51, p.

1916, 1987; a reprint of this article is also appended). The technique employs the measurement and

subsequent analysis of the magnetoconductivity (MC) tensor components axx and axy of a

semiconductor. By analyzing the MC tensor components it was shown that the carrier concentration

and mobility of both majority and minority carriers could be easily obtained. Although the method

was first applied to multi-carrier analysis in dark, thermal equilibrium conditions, it was shown this

year to be applicable to the analysis and study of photo-excited carriers under laser excitation (i.e.,

nonequilibruim) conditions. This permitted the extraction of "true" minority carrier lifetimes in p-

type semiconductors.

To test the concept out, samples of p-lnSb were first used. Figure 21 shows the xy

component of the MC tensor versus magnetic field under dark, thermal equilibrium conditions at

II I illlglilil i~l
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four different temperatures. At lower temperatures (77 and 100K), only heavy and light holes can

be seen, as expected. However, at 135K, the presence of a relatively small concentration of

intrinsic electrons (minority carriers) can be detected. At 160K, however, the number of intrinsic

electrons thermally excited across the gap completely dominates the transport of the sample at low

magnetic fields. Details of the analysis are given in the appended Applied Physics Letter.

A Tektronix waveform digitizer was used to capture the transient behavior of axy, allowing

the effect of a CO2 laser pulse, (98 nsec full width at half maximum) incident on the sample, to be

observed. An example of the effect of laser excitation on axy is shown in Figure 22. The laser

wavelength (9.25 pm) was chosen such that two-photon excitation was present and thus the TPMA-

generated minority carriers (electrons) could be observed and studied. Figure 22a shows the

following four sets of transient data and corresponding theoretical curves: (1) in the dark, at a

time before the laser pulse is incident on the sample, (2) at the peak of the signal, at a time 325 ns

after the start of the laser pulse, (3) 435 nsec after, and (4) 515 nsec after. Note from Figure 23

that the peak of the signal occurs approximately at the end of the laser pulse. Figures 22b and 22c

show how the MC tensor analysis can be used to extract the time-resolved behavior of the minority

carrier concentration. Thus, the magnetophotoconductivity (MPC) technique can provide directly

the number of photoexcited minority carriers An as a function of time and, as a result, the true

minority carrier lifetime.

Figure 23 shows the number of photoexcited electrons An as a function of time for T = 100

and 160K obtained using the MPC technique. Note that the technique is extremely sensitive to the

number of minority carrier electrons (detection limit = 4 x 101o cm - 3 electrons in the presence of -

2 x 1014 cm - 3 holes at 100K). For comparison purposes, the time variation of the photoconductive

(PC) response is also plotted. It is seen that the PC response possesses a single stage decay for T -

100K and a two-stage decay for T - 160K. The electron lifetime at lOOK is seen to be much

shorter than the lifetime implied by the PC response and follows the first stage of the two-stage PC

decay for T - 160K. At 100 K, the PC response is known to be dominated by impurity absorption,

creating only holes with a long lifetime. The presence of the much smaller concentration of two-
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photon created electrons can only be detected by the more sensitive MPC method. At 160K,

intrinsic conduction dominates and hence the first stage decay of the PC response is due to a

decrease in the number of minority-carrier electrons, in agreement with the results of the MPC

analysis. Further details of this work are given in a preprint of a article submitted to Applied

Physics Letters, which is appended to this report.

Work is continuing on the analysis of p-HgCdTe samples by the same method. Figure 24

shows the PC response of a p-HgCdTe (x=0.307) sample at various temperatures. Complex, two-

stage behavior is seen, and at low temperatures, the hyperbolic nature of the transient response

indicates that TPMA processes are present. Finally, carrier lifetimes resulting from two-photon

excitation have been studied in n-type material. Initial results indicate that the carrier lifetime

exhibits resonant behavior at magnetic field positions where resonant TPMA occur.

In summary, significant progress has been made in each category of the first year tasks. All of

the progress represents first observations of each type of phenomena, whether magneto-optical,

magnetotransport, or lifetime related. The TPAS technique has been sufficiently developed in the

first year to assure success in the continuing and new second year tasks of the program.
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Table II. Sample Properties and Magneto-Optical Results

Sample Manufacturer Nominal TPA Data Impurity or Defect
Properties Levels Observed

n(77K) A77K) x Eg(meV) x
(cm- 3 ) (cMI/V.sec) at 7K

#1 l.4x10 14  1.6x10 5  0.2406 122.0 0.2364 Residual acceptor
±0.001 ±0.5 ±0.0003 9.0 meV above

valence band edge

#2 3.3x1014  8.2x10 4  0.2450 136.0 0.2448 Residual acceptor
±0.0017 ±0.5 ±0.0003 10.4 meV above

valence band edge

#3 2.8x1014  l.2x105  -- 146.0 0.2508
±0.5 ±0.0003

#4 l.OxI0 4  7.6x 104  0.2595 156.0 0.2567
±0.0015 ±0.5 ±0.0003

#5 l.4x1014  6.6x10 4  0.277 195.0 0.2801 Two closely spaced
±0.001 ±0.5 ±0.0003 midgap levels seen

at 94 and 100 meV
above valence band
edge

#6 9.9x1013 5.3x104 0.2995 225.0 0.2976
±0.0035 ±0.5 ±0.0003

p-type
#7 1.5xl105  480 0.2945 222.0 0.2964

±0.0035 ±1.0 ±0.0006

/



Table I1. Two-Photon Magneto Absorption Transitions for Hgl-, Cd. Te
Given From Low Energy to Higher Energies.

Designation Energy Level Transition Polarization

R 1  a-(2) -. aC(O) R

R2  b-(2) bC(O) oR

7a+(0) - aC(0) 7 or a

L a+(1) -. a(1) aL

2 a-(l) --. ac(1) 1 or a

R3 a-(3) - a(l) aR

4 b-(1) - bc(1) r or a

L b+(-1) -. bC() oL

1', b+(0) -. bC() r or a

1L, a-(2) -. aC(2) ir or a

Ir b-(2) -.b (2) r or cr

R 4  a+(2) -- c a(0) R

L3 a+(0) -,aC(2) OL

17 a+(l) - aC(l) 7r or a

a-(3) -. aC(3) i or a

L 4 b+(0) -.bC(2) OL
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University of North Texas
High Magnetic Field Facility

Sample Holder
AUGAT type 528-AG10D PC terminal connector cut In half

1234567

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 white strip on side
of terminal connector

0000000

ABODEFG

Dimensions: 1" by 1" diagonal

SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS:
_Samp3Je.co.nne ctJaon, _ _ Us e..ontaeL par _

current ................... (1&7) or (A&G)

resistivity ......... v ........................... (2&6) or (B &F)

resIstIvIty (2nd pair) ........ (3&5) or (C&E)

H a ll ...................................................... (2 & B ) o r (3 & C ) o r
(5&E) or (6&F)

no contacts on 4 and D

Figure 2: Sample Holder Diagram
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Figure 17, Energy gap dependence on temperature for five samples, ranging in x-value from 0.240
to 0.305. The x-values listed are obtained from fit of the HSC relation to the high tern-
perature data.
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Appendix. Reprints of publications resulting from the first year's work. They are appended
in the following order

1. "New Method of Characterizing Majority and Minority Carriers in Semiconductors," pub-
lished in Applied Physics Letters.

2. "Determination of Minority-Carrier Lifetimes in p-type Narrow Band-Gap Semiconductors
with Two-Photon Absorption Excitation," published in Applied Physics Letters.

3. "New Laser-Based Magneto-Optical Studies of HgCdTe Alloys," to be published in Solid
State Communications.

4. "Nonlinear Magneto-Optical Spectroscopy of HgCdTe By Two-Photon Absorption Tech-
niques,"to be published in Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology.



New method of characterizing majority and minority carriers in
semiconductors

D. L. Leslie-Pelecky, D. G. Seller, and M. R. Loloee
Center for Applied Quantum Electronics, Department of Physics, North Texas State University. Denton.
Texas 76203

C. L Littler
Central Research Laboratories Texas Instruments, Inc.. Dallas. Texas 75265

(Received 13 July 1987; accepted for publication 5 October 1987)

A novel characterization method using magnetoconductivity tensor components to determine
the carrier concentration and mobility of majority and minority carriers is presented. Results
are given for bulk n-HgC2dTe (one carrier), liquid phase epitaxial n-IIgCdTe (two carriers),
and p-InSb (two or three carriers). Advantages of this method over the standard Hall
coefficient analysis are discussed.

Advances in the improvement and application of new conductors.' However, as shown by Pfeffer and Zawadzki9
semiconducting materials (the use of HgCdTe in infrared for InSb at room temperature, the variational mobility cal-
detectors, for example) have necessitated an increased inter- culation for optic phonon scattering gives almost the same
est in the properties of minority carriers. Although.Hall co- result as the RTA. As the temperature is lowered, the RTA
efficient (Re) and magnetoresistance measurements have becomes progressively less and less valid, but also the optic
historically been used to characterize semiconductors by de- phonon contribution to the mobility becomes less important.
termining the carrier concentration (n), mobility (pu), and For example, at 77 K and an electron concentration of 1016
relaxation time (,r) of the majority carriers, the form of the cm- 3 , the experimental mobility of electrons in n-InSb is I0
multicarrier Hall coefficient makes detailed information cm2/V s, (Ref. 8) while the optic phonon contribution is

about minority carriers difficult to obtain. In this letter, we 1.5 X 106 cm 2/V s.' The elastic modes of scattering by ion-
show that the complete magnetic field dependence of the ized impurity and acoustic phonons can be treated by RTA.
magnetoconductivity provides more information than the Thus, within the above approximations, the calculated indi-
traditional R,1 measurement and analysis, allowing us to vidual relaxation times have physical meaning.
determine n, p, and r for all carriers. Magnetoconductivity Note that a>, is positive for all carriers, while o',, will be
tensor components, which have the distinct advantage of negative for electron conduction and positive for hole con-
being additive in the case of more than one carrier, have duction. Because of the differences in sign, we choose to fit
previously been used to characterize metals. "-' We demon- ay data, as differences in types of carriers become obvious
strate the power and ease of this method through application upon plotting the experimental data. For a,,, the maximum
to bulk n-type Hg, -,Cd, Te (one carrier conduction), n- value occurs when H = H, and is proportional to n, (a.
type liquid phase epitaxial (LPE) HgCdTe (two carriers), = n,e/2H,). Because of the simple algebraic form of Eq.
and p-type lnSb (two-carrier conduction at low tempera- (ib) and the ease with which partial derivatives are taken,
tures and three-carrier conduction at temperatures = 125- any nonlinear least-squares fit is sufficient for fitting Eq.
140 K). (Ib) to the experimental o,, data as determined from the

The solution of the Boltzmann equation using a relaxa- right-hand side of Eq. (Ib).
tion time approximation (RTA) has been detailed by Beer Figure 1 shows ay, vs In H at 77 K for a bulk n-type
and others." By finding the current density in terms of the Hg, _ Cd Te sample, grown by the solid-state recrystalliza-
electric field, the conductivity tensor may be identified. For a tion method (x =0.23). The negative values of a., indicate
sample in the standard Hall configuration (H = 112), the that conduction occurs by electrons. From the form of Eq.
conductivity tensor components may be written: (lb),whereM = I, we see that the (xv) (oordinatedescrib-

p, A n eIH, ing the peak of the curve corresponds to the pairi, H2 0'7 - - - 2,(a

RH n~eH -0.5 N-Hgl..CdTe
R1H = - - e , (Ilb) .05T=77K

"2 H H +H -2.0-

where p., and R, are the standard measured quantities of .
4 -3.5-

transverse magnetoresistance and Hall coefficient, respec- -
tively, M is the number of carrier types, the critical magnetic 0
field H, o l/u, = m*/r,e, in which p, and r, are average
quantities.' n, is the concentration of carriers of type i and -6.5
e <0 for electrons. The applicability of the relaxation time .8.0.
approximation (RTA) to our mobility considerations might 10-2 10.' 100 10 102

be questioned, since optical phonon scattering (inherently MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)

inelastic) is one of the dominant modes in compound semi- FIG. I. a,, vs In H for n-type HgCdTe at 77 K.
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.for parameters in the curve fitting pro- 4.40i ,1.70
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2 

10
"
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gram. Using a standard nonlinear least-squares fit to Eq. MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)
(ib), we fid n =8.3 (±-0.1 l)× 10t'cm-'and/ -- 1.08

(-i-0.12) 1O cm)/V s. Taking m = .Om o, r= 6.14 FIG. 3. Comparison ofthe Hall coefficient and ., plots foi / ripc lnSb for
various temperatures (a) 8 K, (b) 125 K. (c) 130 K. (d) 250 K. Note the

± 0.68) X 103- " s. The Hall coefficient (at B = I kG) sensitivity of the a,, plot to small changes in temperature.
yields n = 8.83X 10" cm - , j = 1.07x l0X' cm 2/V s, and
" = 6.08 X 10- t s in good agreement. do standard Hall coefficient plots. An example of this is seen

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show o, vs In H for a p-type in Fig. 3 where the cr,, plots are compared with their corre-
InSb sample at 8 K. Figure 2(a) is an attempt to fit the data sponding Flail coefficient plots for a p-lnSh sample for
with a heavy-hole term only. Note that while the fit around T= 8-250 K. The ,,. curve at 8 K indicates that there are

the peak is satisfactory, the fit undercuts the data at low both light holes and heavy holes present, as disctssed pre-

magnetic fields. In Fig. 2(b), both heavy- and light-hole car- viously. In addition to the light and heavy holes already pres-
rier terms are included in order to accurately describe the ent, electronic contributions to conduction are apparent as

data. By decomposing the fit into its constituent light- and O,., takes on negative values at low fields at 125 K. Note that

heavy-hole terms, and identifying the peak coordinates, n,1, the small concentrations of electrons present (on the order
and r may be determined for each type of carrier. Table i of 10' cm- ') relative to the concentration of heavy holes

summarizes the numerical data found from both fits. In or- present (on theorderof 104) are much more apparent in the

der to calculate ri the following effective mass values were o,. curve than in the corresponding Hall plot. At 130 K, a

used: m*(light holes) = O.015m, and ma(heavy temperature change of only 5 K. the a,, curve has changed

holes) = 0.45mo.' Because the terms in the magnetocon- noticeably in both the height and critical magnetic field of

ductivity are additive, o,, plots yield much more informa- the electron peak. Because of the large concentration of

tion in the complex situations often encountered in the labo- heavy holes and relatively small change in concentration of

ratory in terms of concentrations and types of carriers than

TABLE 1. Summary of numerical data found by one-carrier and two-car- T= 140

rier fits ofa,, data for p-type InSb at 8 K to Eq. (Ib). 3.0

Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b) A 1.5
One-carrier fit Two-carrier fit N

Light p(cm - ) 2.82( ±0.06)x 10" O
holes A(cm2/V s) 5.( ± 0.46) x 104

r~)4.32t 0.39) x 1 0 - .5

Heavy p(cm
- ') 4.23( ± 0.09) X 10" 4.28( ± 0.05) x lo"

holes .cm'/Vs) 111( ±036) X 104 1.49( ± 0.09) x 10- -.
ho /Vts) 1.6( ±: 0.3)0 I 1.49( ± 0.03) O -. 10. 101 ... . 10 102 103
'(S) 4.62( ± 0.92) x 10 " 3.79( ± 0.03) x 10 MAGNETIC FIELD (kG)

Standard 8.20x 10' 4.57x10-
deviation FIG. 4. Three-carrier fit oftr,, daia forp-type InSb at 125 K. Data taken at

Francis Bitter National Magnet Lab.
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TABLE II. Numerical data obtained by a three-carrier fit of data forp-type InSb at 140 K.

Electrons Heavy holes Light holes

n(cm- ) 1.44( ±0.02) X 10" 1.5( -0.02) x 10" 1.50( - 1.49)x 10"1
p(cm'/V s) 2.18( ±0.28) x I0 2.52( +0.05) x 101 1.14( ±0.6q) x 104

5.57( ± 0.72) X 10- 6.44( ±0.13) x I0 ' 2.91( + 1.76) v 10

electrons, the Hall coefficient curve is not significantly method to an epitaxially grown it-type LPE 1lg, ,Cd,Te
changed. At 250 K, the conduction is mainly due to elec- sample (x =0.23) at 15 K. This sample exhibited anomalous
trons as shown by the one carrier band fit. Overall, the o,,, transport properties, i.e., a low mobility at low temperatures
components, which can be easily decomposed, are much and peaks in both the Hall coefficient and mobility versus
more illustrative in their description of transport properties temperature data. Figure 5(a) shows an attempt to describe
than corresponding Hall coefficient plots, the o,, data using one carrier (electron), as would be expect-

Because of the low mobility of the predominant heavy ed for n-type conduction. It is seen that the conduction
holes, peaks in the o, plots are not always possible to ob- mechanisms in this sample are more complicated, as evi-
serve with low magnetic fields, thus making quantitative fit- denced by the inability of the one-carrier model to adequate-
ting difficult. Figure 4 shows the results of high field mea- ly describe the a_ data. Subsequent attempts using com-
surements made at the Francis Bitter National Magnet bined electron and hole conduction to describe the data were
Laboratory on a p-type lnSb sample at 140 K that quantita- equally unsuccessful. Figure 5(b) shows, however, that the
tively demonstrates the sensitivity of our technique. In this data can be satisfactorily explained by using two electrons of
sample, we are able to quantitatively characterize light vastly different mobility and concentration. These values are
holes, heavy holes, and electrons. Numerical values are sum- given in the caption of Fig. 5. We note that two-electron
marized in Table Ii. In calculating r,, we have used m* conduction has been previously reported by Finkman and
(light holes) = 0.015m,,, m* (heavy holes) = 0.45m,, and Nemirovsky in bulk n-type HgCdTe." In addition, a pre-
m*(electrons) = 0.0 1,,n.' 0 We find that the value obtained vious study' 2 on LPE HgCdTe invoked a model of p-type
through the fit for the concentration and mobility of light inclusions in an n-type matrix to describe the anomalous
holes is very reasonable compared to the number and mobil- carrier transport properties. However, our a, data show no
ity of the heavy holes present. evidence of holes contributing to conduction in these anoma-

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the application of this lous samples.
Because of its simplicity and sensitivity to minority car-

3 .5-T- -r T!-T riers, we predict that magnetoconductivity tensor analysis
ILPE n - Hg CdTe x-0.23 will join Hall coefficient and magnetoresistance analysis as a

T = 15K (a) - standard characterization tool in the semiconductor indus-

.. try, applicable not only to bulk materials, but also to thinI films and the new generations of artificially structure materi-
6 .4.0 als.
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Determination of minority-carrier lifetimes in p-type narrow band-gap
semiconductors with two-photon absorption excitation

M. R. Loloee, D. G. Seiler,a) and G. B. Ward
Centerfor Applied Quantum Electronic, Department of Physics, University of North Texas, Denton.
Texas 76203

(Received 14 July 1988; accepted for publication 22 September 1988)

A novel method for the direct experimental determination of true minority-canier (electron)
lifetimes in p-type narrow band-gap semiconductors is presented. Specific results are given for
p-InSb showing recombination involving a deep level close to midgap as the dominant
recombination mechanism.

The minority-carrier lifetime is an important critical pa- is also applicable to analyzing and studying photoexcited
rameter in controlling the performance of infrared photode- carriers under laser excitation conditions. This permits the
tectors based on narrow gap semiconductors like InSb or extraction of true minority-carrier lifetimes in p-type semi-
Hg, - ,Cd Te alloys. In many cases, the minority-carrier conductors as opposed to the often ambiguous results ob-
lifetime r- is limited by deep levels of impurities or defects or tained by photoconductivity techniques.
traps that are present in the material, and hence a measure- The samples used were cut from bulk grownp-type InSb
ment of the temperature dependence of r gives information having a concentration of 1.7 X 10"' cm - 3 and a Hall mobil-
about these levels. Determinations of r usually rely on pho- ity of 1.2 X l04 cm 2/V s at 77 K. The resistivity and Hall
toconductivity decay measurements and lasers with photon contacts were made in a standard configuration to simulta-
energies greater than the band gap of the material [e.g., neously measure both the photoconductive (PC) and photo-
GaAs diode lasers (A = 0.9/um) or a HeNe laser (A = 3.39 Hall (PH) responses. CO2 laser pulses were obtained from a
/Am) ]. -' Unfortunately, the photoconductive decay can be rotating mirror Q-switch'arrangement that could provide
complex showing multistage behavior leading to difficulties high intensities (up to 500 kW/cm2 ) and had full width at
in extracting a true value for r. Also, the large photon ener- half maximum pulse widths of = 98 ns. The laser pulses were
gies used means that surface effects can play a dominant and focused onto the region of the sample between the potential
misleading role. In this letter, we show how to overcome contacts and a separate pair of Hall contacts. The magneto-
these difficulties by using (I) a new method-the magneto- photoconductive and photo-Hall transient responses were
photoconductivity (MPC) tensor component method and captured by a Tektronix transient digitizer. Time-resolved
(2) two-photon absorption (TPA) techniques. Results for PC measurements were taken in order to compare with the
high quality samples of p-InSb are reported here (electrons results obtained from MPC study. The PC response for dif-
are the minority carriers) and are in reasonable agreement ferent temperatures is shown in Fig. 1 for A = 9.25 um and
with earlier photoelectromagnetic effect studies."-  I = 50 kW/cm2 . The PC response has a single exponential

We have recently reported the development of a novel decay for 30 < T< 100K and two stages of decay at T< 30K
characterization method to determine the carrier concentra- or T> 100 K. At 9.25 /m (24w = 267.9 meV), TPA effects
tion and mobility of majority and minority carriers in multi- occur at all temperatures since 24 > E8, the energy gap;
carrier systems using magnetoconductivity tensor (MCT) however, the recombination mechanisms controlling the PC
components.' The magnetoconductivity tensor components response are very complex, as seen in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 we
may be written as:

p x = R2 2  1_ = 10+02 ( a )l e

and

RHH M' neH T.1O

p,,+R= 1 H2 (Ib) i 10-1
Pix + R 2H2 = H2 + H' o

where p_ and R, are the standard measured quantities of
transverse magnetoresistance and Hall coefficient, respec- j
tively, M is the number of carrier types, H, = 11p, = m*,re 10-2

is the critical magnetic field in which M, and r are average
quantities. and n, is the concentration of carriers of type
i(e < 0 for electrons). Although this method was applied to 0-- 0. 1.80 10 3.60 430 SAO

multicarrier analysis of dark thermal equilibrium carriers, it Tise (ii)

FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the ac photoconductive response ob-
" Current address: National Institute of Standards and Technology, Mate- tained for A = 9.25 um and I = 50 kW/cm&. The waveforms have two

rials Technology Group, Semiconductor Electronics Division, Center for stages of decay for T< 30 K and T> 110 K. The dashed line represents the
Electronics and Electrical Engineering. Gaithersburg, MD 20899. laser pulse.
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40 4" .data on individual carrier concentrations and mobilities. For
)  I a . ' 8". II.40 77 and 100 K, only heavy holes and light holes are present,

41.21 -a while for T = 135 K, the presence of as few as 5.3 x loll cm'
A.. 4.40 minority-carrier electrons (thermally excited across the
S P"'H' .......I---------- .......... .0o.,o band gap) can be seen. For T = 160 K, 2.6 X 10" cm intrin-
am-----------.,------------0."S1 sic electrons thermally excited across the gap totally domi-

" . - ,,, nate the transport at low magnetic fields.
Laser excitation with a CO, laser pulse (A =9.25 m)

.10 .0 k0 creates a uniform distribution of electron-hole pairs by TPA5m processes. Minority-carrier electrons can thus be observed

1 ja and studied. (Note that for T> 50 K, TPA occurs over the
ft 550 9-10/tm range.) Figure 4 shows the results of our TPA

7 ILI photoexcitation studies. The T= 50 K plots of o,, versus
0.0 0.0 10 3.50 4.90 8.40 000 0.90 AO10 2.70 30 4.50 0 magnetic field in Fig. 4(a) show four sets of data with theo-

1MO (I 1m on) retical curves: ( I ) in the dark, at a time before the laser pulse
FIG. 2. Time-resolved dc PH and PC responses for T = 100 K. (a) and (b) is incident on the sample, (2) at the peak ofthe signal, 325 ns
showthePHresponseatB=O. 1and IkG, whereas (c) and (d) show the after the start of the laser pulse, (3) 435 ns after, and (4) 515
similarity of the PH response at B - 10 kG with the PC response at B = 0. ns after. The peak of the signal occurs at the end of the laser

pulse. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) are the results of nonlinear
show that at low magnetic field strengths the PH response least-squares fitting in which we find, in the dark,
behaves differently from the PC response and thus contains p(heavy) = 1.2X 10 4 cm - 3 with u = 2.2X 10' cm 2/V s
additional information about recombination mechanisms, if and p(light) = 1. 1 X 10"2 cm -'with y = 1.7 X lO cm2 /V s.
it can be properly analyzed. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) the dc Under irradiation of intensity I = 50 kW/cm 2, the number
PH response is plotted for B = 0.1 and 1 kG. Note that for of photoexcited electron minority carriers is n = 3.7 X 1012
this low field region, the PH response has negative values cm - 3 with p = 1.6X 10' cm 2

/V s. These novel measure-
over part of the waveform when the laser pulse is incident on ments and analysis thus provide directly the number of pho-
the sample. Since RH > 0 implies hole domination and RH toexcited minority carriers (electrons in the conduction
< 0 electron domination, the switch over from positive RH band) An as a function oftime. In Fig. 5 we show the number
values in the dark to negative R, values (as seen by the of photoexcited electrons An versus time for T= 100 and
negative Hall voltages) when laser light is incident on the 160 K by using the MPC technique. Note that the technique
sample implies photoexcited electrons are observed. Figures is extremely sensitive to the number of minority-carrier elec-
2(c) and 2(d) show the similarity of the PH response at trons = 4.5 10 cm -' photoexcited electrons on a back-
B = 10 kG and the PC response, respectively, where no neg- ground of 1.7 x 104 cm - 'holes at T = 100K. For compari-
ative voltage (photoexcited electron contribution) was ob- son purposes, we also plot the time variation of the PC re-
served in the PH response. In order to unravel this complex sponse which possesses a single-stage decay for T = 100 K
behavior, we now show how the MCT component method and a two-stage decay for T= 160 K. This semilog plot al-
can be used to great advantage. The dark o, data in Fig. 3 lows the extraction of an electron lifetime r. = 88 ns at
were obtained for four different temperatures by our recent- T = 100, which is much shorter than the lifetime implied by
ly reported method.9 By using a standard nonlinear least- the PC response. At T = 160 K, r. = 356 ns and the time
squares fitting method with Eq. ( 1 b), we are able to separate dependence of the photoexcited minority-carrier concentra-
multicarrier components as well as collecting numerical tion follows the first (short) stage of the PC response. We

5* 2.0
(N 2.00 0" ()(

11a€ 1 2. 120

oIaq.(U fx--e "SO - a.U-324 I

1.E0 MM0 sg 1

.11..0

a.00 aH SA~

IF lok IO _ 00 4. 0.609A

*- 10 IG 10 * 102 I 02 10"1 100 01 02
4.050

0-2 i 1 ,i ( 101 02 0-2 I0r1 0 101 102 A LD (I0)

AMM' Rao (001 FIG. 4. (a) Time-resolved a., data for T= 50 K showing the creation of
photoexcited electrons in the conduction band via TPA processes. (I)

FIG. 3. a., vs In H plots in the dark for various temperatures: (a) 77 K. (b) Dark. (2) 325 ns after the start of the laser pulse. (3) 435 ns after, and (4)
110K, (c) 135 K, and (d) 160 K. The sensitivity of the a., component to 515 ns after. (b) and (c) show two-carrier iso ofa , data in the dark and
small changes in temperature is readily apparent in the figures. 325 ns after the start of the laser pulse.
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jo1,. temperature can be explained by a Shockley-Read lifetime
S Lasa Pu,. dependence as"

R ,013 1  T=10K (nt+ni- " +6.) 4- (p I + 6-P ( )

1 (Tn TMC-Tpc(9hnt).Tpc0fl)1 no + " + 6, n,, + po 4- 6,
101 11PC espnsewhere r, = (C,N, ) 'and C, N, ) P ', N, is the trap

Sdensity. C,, and C, are the electron and the hole capture
T.100K coefficient, respectively, n, and p, are the carrier concentra-

1011 "An tions for a Fermi level coincident with the trap level and
(Tn-TMPC~c I defined as

00 .41,n, = n. exp[ (E, - E/)/kT], (3a)

Ti, (,u) P, =p, exp[ (Ef- E,)/kT]. (3b)

FIG. 5. Time dependence of minority electron concentration (An) oh- In the simple case where po> no . n r,, . > r., p, >Po, and
tained by the MPC technique for T= 100 and 160 K For comparison pur- small 4., 6, one can wnte '
poses, solid lines show the actual PC response for each temperature.

also note that the magnitude of the PC response is much If the Fermi level falls below the level of the trap (at low
larger at 100 K than at 160 K. At 100 K, the PC response is temperatures), the lifetime is constant and equal to r,.
dominated by impurity/defect absorption which creates However, for E,> E, the lifetime increases exponentially
only holes, which have a long lifetime. The presence of the with increasing temperature. The energy of the Shockley-
much smaller quantity of minority-carrier electrons pro- Read defect level extracted from the data using Eq. (4), is
duced by TPA processes can only be detected by the much 106 meV above the valence band for a midgap level which
more sensitive MPC method presented here. At 160 K, im- agrees closely with the results tabulated by Seiler and Good-
purity/defect absorption no longer dominates, An Ap, Iu, win in Table 1.1" In the absence of the trap level,
>u,, and hence the first-stage decay of the PC response is rMpc = r, = r, but the experimental inequality of rMp c
due to the decrease in the number of minority-carrier elec- and r-, for T< 160 K in Fig. 6 indicates that the analysis of
trons, in agreement with the MPC method. For both cases at the PC response cannot provide detailed information about
long times, all minority-carrier electrons are trapped, and minority-carrier electrons in p-type semiconductors.
the PC response is then controlled by hole recombination. In summary, we have shown that the magnetophoto-

Comparison of the temperature dependence of the mi- conductivity tensor component method is appropriate for
nority-carrier lifetime obtained from the MPC method and studying minority-carrier lifetimes and determining carrier
the lifetime obtained from the first-decay stage of the PC concentrations and mobilities of minority and majority car-
response is shown in Fig. 6. Assuming a single defect level in riers in narrow gap semiconductors. Use of different lasers
the energy gap, the minority-carrier lifetime dependence on will, of course, allow wider band-gap semiconductors also to

be investigated by this method. Our future work will concen-
trate on samples of Hg, - , Cd, Te.

We acknowledge the partial support of this work by the
lo-6 U.S. Army Center for Night Vision and Electro-Optics, con-
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Abstract

Several magneto-optical effects are observed for the first time in a number of HgjxCdxTe alloys.

These include two-photon magnetoabsorption and optical transitions from both shallow acceptor

levels and midgap levels to the conduction band. These effects yield accurate information about the

energy band structure, the temperature dependence of the energy gap, and the activation energies of

impurity and defect states present in the Hgl-xCdxTe alloys.
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Detectors fabricated using mercury cadmium telluride (HglxCdxTe) alloys serve as extremely

important components of modern infrared systems. Improvements in the sensitivity and perfor-

mance of these detectors require a better understanding of the detector material's optical and elec-

tronic properties, along with improved sample characterization techniques. Specifically, information

about the energy band structure and impurity or defect levels present in Hg.x.CdxTe is essential to

understanding and improving the performance of current infrared detectors. Consequently, it is

highly desirable to develop and use new, sensitive techniques to aid in the characterization of these

alloys.

In this paper we present new and important results on Hgj_xCdxTe alloys using CO2 laser-based

magneto-optical methods that include: (I) the first observation and analysis of two-photon magneto

absorption (TPMA) spectra; (2) the first observation of magneto-optical transitions of electrons from

both midgap levels and shallow acceptor levels to the conduction band; and (3) the first observation

of magneto-impurity spectra. In addition, analysis of two-photon spectra obtained at low tempera-

tures reveals a nonlinear variation of the energy gap versus temperature not previously reported.

The laser based magneto-optical techniques we present here for Hg1 _xCdxTe are generic and can

easily be applied to other semiconductor or superlattice systems by using an appropriate combination

of laser sources and magnetic fields.

The experiments reported here were carried out on single crystal, bulk grown n-type samples of

Hg..xCdxTe with x - 0.236, 0.256, and 0.280. All samples were polished, etched, and had indium

contacts. They showed the normal temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient and resistivity.

The output of a grating tunable cw CO. laser was mechanically chopped into 20 Asec wide pulses

which were focused onto the samples mounted in a superconducting magnet in a transverse magne-

toresistance geometry.

Photoconductivity (PC) measurements were used since they have been shown' - 4 to provide a

sensitive means of determining small changes in absorption due to weak magneto-optical transitions.

Boxcar averager techniques were used to record the PC response of the samples vs. magnetic field.

An example of the PC spectra for several wavelengths is shown in Fig. I for a sample with
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x - 0.236. All of the observed resonant structure can be understood by a Landau-level and density-

of-states model where peaks in the density-of-states occur at energies corresponding to the bottom

of each Landau level. These peaks enhance the optical transition rates or the electron scattering

rates. Optically created electrons in the conduction band then increase the conductivity or photo-

conductive response of the samples. Four different types of structure are observed depending upon

which combination of laser wavelength, magnetic field, and laser intensity is used. First, at high

magnetic fields, long wavelengths, and high intensities, two strong PC resonances are observed. We

have identified these resonances as resulting from specific two-photon interband transitions from in-

itial valence band Landau levels to final conduction band Landau levels. Secondly, at shorter CO2

wavelengths, smaller magnetic fields, and low laser intensities, one-photon interband transitions are

seen as indicated by the short upward pointing arrows in Fig. I. Just to the high field side of the

largest one-photon absorption (OPA) peak is a broad resonance indicated by the long arrows. We

identify this structure as resulting from electron transitions from a shallow acceptor to the lowest

conduction band Landau level. The temperature dependence and time-resolved behavior of the PC

response support this identification, as does the binding energy of 9.8 meV determined from the

photon energy dependence presented in Fig. 2. We rule out bound excitons as a source of this reso-

nance because the large width of the resonance (bound excitons produce a much narrower linewidth

than do free excitons). We also note that the binding energy deduced from these experiments for

the residual acceptor level in this n-type sample is consistent with that of either As, 5 Cu,S,7 or Sb'

residual impurities previously determined in p-type samples. A major significance of the work pre-

sented here is that it provides a new means of determining the presence of compensating shallow

acceptors in n-type material. Finally, at low fields, shorter wavelengths, and high intensities a new

set of structure which is periodic in reciprocal magnetic field and which does not depend upon laser

wavelength is observed. This is seen in Fig. I on the low field side of the large OPA peak for

A . 9.29 pm. We attribute this structure to magneto-impurity resonances 9 which arise from inelastic

scattering processes whereby free carriers resonantly exchange energy with a second carrier bound to

a donor or acceptor impurity in the presence of a magnetic field. Hot-eleefr ft conditions are nec-
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essary for this observation and these conditions are achieved by the photoexcitation of carriers into

the conduction band by optical excitation across the band gap.

Theoretical calculations of transition energies versus field, shown in Figure 2 for each magneto-

optical effect discussed, are in excellent agreement with the data. The Landau level energies were

calculated using a modified Pidgeon-Brown model and the set of band parameters given by Weiler.' 0

Ep - 19 eV, A - I eV, -1, - 3.3 eV, -1. = 0.1, '13 = 0.9, = -0.8, F = -0.8, q = 0.0, and N, = 0.0.

Using either one or two-photon selection rules the transition energies can be calculated for the per-

tinent OPA and TPA transitions. The value of Eg is easily determined by fitting theoretical results

to the data using Eg as an adjustable parameter. Weiler has shown10 that exciton corrections are

necessary to adequately describe OPA data in HglxCdxTe. Since exciton corrections are not

expected to be significant for TPA, we sought a consistent description of both the TPA and OPA

data while correcting only the OPA data for excitonic effects. By using a free exciton binding

energy of 2 meV, satisfactory agreement with the OPA data was achieved.

Two-photon magneto-optical methods are the best means for accurately determining the energy

gap of a semiconductor. For example, the high quality of the TPMA data shown in Fig. I and the

corresponding analysis gives Eg = 121.8 ± 0.5 meV. Using the Hansen, Schmit, Casselman relation"

and this value for Eg., we find x - 0.2360 ± 0.0003 for this sample. With this means to accurately

determine Eg, we have measured the temperature dependence of Eg and found a nonlinear varia-

tion of Eg with T below 15 K, with Eg becoming independent of T.

We have observed TPA structure in a wide variety of samples with other x-values and even in

p-type samples. Fig. 3 shows results for samples with x , 0.26 and x --- 0.28. The same two domi-

nant TPA peaks seen in the x ; 0.24 sample are also characteristic features of the spectra. Once

again theoretical calculations of 2hw versus B accurately describe these data as seen also in Fig. 2

with Eg - 155 meV and Eg = 195 meV for the two samples. In addition, polarization studies have

been performed on the samples, verifying the oC selection rule dependence of this structure and

thus confirming the TPA interpretation. Finally, a new feature is seen for x ; 0.28 sample--at

higher fields two new resonances occur which can not theoretically be described by TPA processes.

I
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We interpret these resonances as resulting from electron transitions to the conduction band from

midgap impurity or defect levels known to be present in samples of Hg,-xCdxTe.12 Electron tran-

sitions from the midgap levels to the lowest conduction band Landau level were calculated and plot-

ted in Fig. 2, yielding activation energies of 100 meV and 94 meV below the conduction band edge.

In summary, we report the first observations and analysis of several different types of magneto-

optical transitions in samples of Hgl-xCdxTe. These transitions arise from (1) TPMA processes, (2)

shallow acceptor to conduction band absorption, (3) midgap defect or impurity levels to conduction

band absorption. This is the first time that these magneto-optical effects have been observed and

studied in Hg1 _xCdxTe alloys. In addition, magneto-impurity oscillations have been observed. The

techniques presented here are accurate, convenient to use, and could be developed into routine tools

for not only characterizing bulk samples of Hgl-xCdxTe, but thin films and superlattices as well.

These magneto-optical methods are completely general, and with appropriate choices of laser sources

and inagnetic fields, can be used to study a wide variety of semiconductor materials.

i
I
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Figure i. Magneto optical spectra for a sample of Hg..xCdxTe with x = 0.236. At high fields
and long wavelengths TPMA resonant structure is seen. At lower fields and lower
wavelengths both one-photon magnetoabsorption (short arrows) and a much broader
resonance (longer arrows) due to transitions from a shallow acceptor level to the con-
duction band are seen. Additional structure seen for A = 9.29 pm and arises from the
magneto-impurity effect.
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*Figure 3. Magneto-optical spectra in two samples of Hg,-xCdxTe with x z0.26 and x z 028
showing TPA structure (short arrows) and midgap level to conduction band transtions
(long arrows).
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In this paper we present new and important results on Hgl.xCdxTe alloys using CO2 laser-based

magneto-optical methods that include: (1) the observation and analysis of two-photon magneto

absorption spectra in a variety of samples from x = 0.24 to x -x 0.30, and (2) the observation of

magneto-optical transitions of electrons from both midgap levels and shallow acceptor levels to the

conduction band Landau levels. These measurements allow the most accurate determination of the

energy gap and binding energies associated with impurities and defects. In addition, analysis of the

temperature dependence of two-photon spectra obtained on all samples investigated reveals a non-

linear variation of the energy gap versus temperature not previously reported. The temperature

dependence of the energy gap below 100 K cannot be explained by any of the currently used

empirical relationships. The laser based magneto-optical techniques we present here for

Hg_xCdxTe are generic and can easily be applied to other semiconductor or superlattice systems by

using an appropriate combination of laser sources and magnetic fields.
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Introduction and Background

Mercury cadmium telluride (Hgl.xCdxTe) detectors serve as extremely important components of

modem infrared detector systems. Improvements in sensitivity and performance require a better

understanding of the alloys optical and electronic properties, along with improved sample character-

ization techniques. New information about the energy band structure and impurity or defect levels

present in Hg1 _xCdxTe is essential to understanding and improving the performance of current in-

frared detectors along with the development of future novel devices. Consequently, it is highly

desirable to develop and use new, sensitive techniques such as the magneto-optical ones reported

here to aid in the characterization of these alloys.

Over the past several decades magneto-optical studies of semiconductors have proven capable of

accurately determining energy band parameters and impurity level information because of the opti-

cal transitions that occur between magnetically quantized electronic or impurity states. The use of

lasers has now opened up the realm of nonlinear spectroscopy as a useful method for studying and

characterizing semiconductors. Two-photon absorption (TPA) is one of the numerous nonlinear opti-

cal effects arising from X3, the electric susceptibility tensor of the third order. In a previous

study,14 we have shown that two-photon absorption techniques can be used to determine TPA cut-

off wavelengths and carrier lifetimes for samples of n-Hg1 -xCdxTe with x = 0.31. In this paper

we report extensive nonlinear magneto-optical results on Hg.x.CdxTe alloys using TPA techniques.

Resonant two-photon magnetoabsorption (TPMA) spectra are observed and studied in various n-type

samples (from x = 0.24 to x z 0.30) and a p-type sample (x = 0.30). The TPMA results provide the

most accurate values of the fundamental energy gap, allowing the first observation of the

"flattening" of Eg vs. T at temperatures less than 20K in Hg-x.CdxTe alloys, a phenomena

observed in most semiconductors.

The detection and identification of impurities or defects in semiconductor materials has long

been a topic of technological importance. Of particular interest is their location within the for-

bidden energy gap region. Magneto-optical measurements have proven capable of locating both

shallow 3 and deep 4- 6 levels in n- or p-type InSb. We demonstrate in this paper that magneto-

I_ - - m. mm~mm m n m m. mm
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optical measurements can also be used to detect and locate shallow and deep levels in Hg.-xCdxTe

alloys. Observation of one-photon and/or two-photon interband transitions aids in the identification

of these levels.

Experimental Work

The measurements reported here were carried out on single crystal samples of Hg 1_xCdxTe

grown by solid-state recrystallization. A summary of the sample properties are given in Table I.

The samples were rectangular slabs = 8 mm x 1 mm x 0.2 mm, whose surfaces were lapped using

alumina grit and then chem-mechanically polished using a 2% bromine-methanol solution. Electrical

contacts were made to the samples using pure indium. The samples were electrically characterized

prior to the magneto-optical measurements and showed the normal temperature dependence of the

Hall coefficient and resistivity.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the magneto-optical stu-

dies presented here. The output of a grating tunable cw CO 2 laser was mechanically chopped into

20 psec wide pulses with a low duty cycle to prevent lattice heating effects. A zero-order waveplate

was used to produce circularly polarized light and experimentally confirm the selection rule depen-

dence of the observed two-photon magneto-optical resonances. The laser light was focused onto a

sample placed in the solenoid of a superconducting magnet capable of producing DC magnetic fields

as high as 120 kG. The direction of propagation of the laser light was parallel to the magnetic

field, while the samples were mounted in a transverse magnetoresistance geometry with B I (I11)

crystal direction. The photoconductive (PC) response of the samples versus magnetic field, obtained

under constant current, ohmic conditions, was monitored using a boxcar averager. The resulting

magneto-optical spectra were then recorded on an x-y recorder.

Results and Analysis

Figure 2 shows the PC response of an n-type sample #2 with x 0.245 for several CO. laser

wavelengths. Several absorption resonances are clearly resolved in the spectra. We identify the
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structure as arising from two-photon absorption between specific valence band Landau levels and

conduction band Landau levels. A modified Pidgeon-Brown energy-band model was used to calcu-

late the valence energies for the two-photon or impurity/defect transitions observed. The transition

energies for TPMA are given by

2 APw - Ee,b (nc,B) - Evab (nv ,B),

where Ao1 is the photon energy of the laser, E ab(nc,B) represents the energies of the conduction

a~bband Landau levels in different spin states a or b. E '(nvB) represents the energies of the valence

band Landau levels, n is the Landau level number, B is the magnetic field, and the zero of energy

is at the top of the valence band. The TPMA spherical selection rules are An - 0, ± 2 where An is

the change in Landau level quantum number for a given transition.

A strong selection rule dependence of the TPMA transitions was experimentally found using left

circularly polarized (vL ) and right circularly polarized (OR) laser ligat as shown in Figure 3. Two-

photon absorption is strongest for An - +2 using left circularly polarized light. According to second

order perturbation theory, the TPA transition probabilities are proportional to the product of two

matrix elements. In the "intra-inter band" scenario, one matrix element represents an intraband

transition, while the other, an interband one. Thus the strong resonances for oL polarization are not

unexpected since the strongest intraband matrix element would be for the oL or cyclotron resonance

case.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of theoretically calculated and experimentally determined two-

photon transition energies versus magnetic field B. Various possible TPMA transitions are given in

Table II along with the polarization needed for their observation, and symbols designating these

transitions. Hereafter we shall use the designations given in Table II to describe the transitions. We

obtain excellent agreement between theory and experiment using Weiler's7 set of energy band par-

ameters: Ep - 19.0eV, A - 1.0eV, -1 -3.3, y2-0.1, IN -0.9, F--0.8, q-0, N, M 0, and

I
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x -0.8. The energy gap extracted from Figure 4 for this sample was Eg = 136.0 ± 0.5 meV,

which yields x - 0.2448 using the Hansen, Schmit, and Casselman s (HSC) relation. We see from

Figure 4 that TPMA provides a very accurate means for measuring the energy gap of Hg-xxCdxTe;

the two strongest trasitions L. and L2 are well described by the theoretical model. As a result, we

have studied the temperature dependence of Eg for a variety of x-value samples. An example of

the temperature dependence of the TPMA spectra for sample #1 (x Z 0.236) is shown in Figure 5.

We see that the magnetic field positions of the two strong TPMA resonances are relatively indepen-

dent of temperature from 2K to 15K, and shift to lower magnetic field at higher temperatures.

This data was analyzed using the Pidgeon-Brown energy band model by adjusting only the value of

Eg in order to fit the TPMA transition energy versus magnetic field positions. The TPMA results

for the energy gap dependence on temperature are shown in Figure 6, and compared to the predic-

tions of HSC.8 We see that the energy gap data is relatively independent of temperature between

2K and 15K, increases more rapidly than predicted from the HSC relation between 20 to lOOK, and

finally above looK has a slope that can be explained by the HSC relation.

Figure 5 also shows one-photon magnetoabsorption (OPMA) spectra at lower magnetic fields

obtained with A - 9.33 pnm. This data also shows directly that the OPMA resonance positions are

independent of temperature below = 15 K, indicating that the E versus T dependence becomes in-

dependent of -temperature. A more detailed calculation and analysis of this OPMA data using a

modified Pidgeon-Brown energy-band model and one-photon selection rules to calculate the one-

photon transition energies gives quantitative agreement with the TPMA results presented in Fig. 6.

The wavelength dependence of the TPMA structure for sample *I (x Z 0.236) is shown in

Figure 7. As seen for sample #2 (Fig. 2), two strong resonances at high fields are clearly observed

and are related to oL transitions L, and L.. The wavelength independent structure is ascribed to

magneto-impurity resonances resulting from inelastic scattering processes involving the TPA pro-

duced carriers. A similar sort of wavelength independent structure can also be seen for one-photon

excitation conditions as shown in Fig. 8 for shorter wavelengths and lower magnetic fields. In both

cases these magneto-impurity resonances arise from inelastic scattering processes whereby free car-
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riers resonantly exchange energy with a second carrier bound to a donor or acceptor impurity in the

presence of a magnetic field. Hot-electron conditions are necessary for the observation of these

resonances, which are obtained here by photoexcitiation of carriers into the conduction band by

optical excitation (either one or two-photon) across the band gap. Two other resonances are also

seen in Fig. & one-photon magnetoabsorption resonances are indicated by the short arrows and a

broad absorption peak by the long arrow. In the case of the broad peak, the temperature depen-

dence and time-resolved behavior of the PC response indicate that this absorption peak results from

electron transitions from a shallow acceptor or Hg vacancy level to the lowest conduction band

Landau level, as does the activation energy of 9.89-12 meV extracted from the calculations presented

in Figure 9. This activation energy is consistent with both shallow acceptor impurities and the

lowest Hg vacancy level' o in Hg.x.CdxTe. Figure 9 also shows a comparison of theoretical calcula-

tions for the TPMA (L. and L. structure) and OPMA transitions versus magnetic field with the data

all obtained on sample #1. Excellent agreement between theory and data is clearly seen for both the

TPMA and OPMA results. Since exciton corrections have been shown previously 7 to be necessary to

describe OPMA data in HgCdTe and are not significant for TPMA, we obtained a consistent de-

scription of both sets of data by using a free exciton binding energy of 2 meV to describe the

OPMA data.

Figure 10 shows the wavelength dependence of the PC response for sample *5 (x - 0.280). This

figure depicts the most striking feature of TPMA in the Hg,_xCdxTe alloy system: the two strong

oL resonances as shown earlier for samples #1 and #2. In addition, at higher fields, weaker and

broader resonances are seen which can not theoretically be described by TPMA processes. Instead,

we interpret these resonances as resulting from electron transitions from near-midgap levels to the

lowest conduction band Landau level. The transition energy versus magnetic field plots shown in

Fig. I I show excellent agreement between the experimental data and the calculated transition ener-

gies, confirming the TPMA and midgap level interpretation of the data. An energy gap of 195.0 ±

0.5 meV is found, along with activation energies of 94 and 100 meV below the conduction band

edge for the two midgap levels. The transition energies for the one photon midgap case are
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described by Aw = Ec(0,B) - Ei, where Ei is the energy of a midgap level above the valence band.

As B -0 , Ec(O,B) - Eg and hence fw -. Eg - Ei, the B - 0 intercept.

Finally, in Fig. 12, we show the photoconductive response of sample *6 (x - 0.300) for various

CO 2 laser wavelengths using left circular polarized light, aL . Once again, two strong oL TPMA

transitions are observed as in the other samples. Other TPMA resonances are also seen at lower

fields and are also attributed to transitions with selection rules associated with the oL polarization.

Figure 13 shows the transition energy data and theoretical calculations giving good agreement with

Eg = 225.0 t 0.5 meV. TPMA spectra have also been seen in a p-type sample with x = 0.30 that

look quantitatively the same as the data shown in Fig. 12 for n-type samples.

Summary

Two-photon magneto absorption structure has been observed and studied in a wide variety of

samples of both n- and p-type HgCdTe. Our studies demonstrate the uniqueness and importance of

TPMA methods as tools to characterize HgCdTe. For example, we have accurately determined the

temperature dependence of the band gap and found distinct deviations from the Hansen, Schmit,

Casselman relation with dEg/dT - 0 below 20K.

Finally, these laser based studies have allowed the observation of impurity (or defect)-to-

conduction band transitions from midgap levels and transitions from shallow acceptors to the con-

duction band.
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Table I. Sample PropertieL and Magneto-Optical Results

Sample Manufacturer Nominal TPA Data Impurity or Defect
Properties Levels Observed

* n(77K) 1(77K) x Eg(meV) x
(cm - 3) (cm2/V.sec) at 7K

#1 1.4x10 1 4  1.6x105 0.2406 122.0 0.2364 Residual acceptor
±0.001 ±0.5 ±0.0003 9.0 meV above

valence band edge

#2 3.3x1014 8.2xl0 4  0.2450 136.0 0.2448 Residual acceptor
±0.0017 ±0.5 ±0.0003 10.4 meV above

valence band edge

*3 2.8xI014 1.2xl0 s  146.0 0.2508
±0.5 0.0003

#4 l.Ox1014 7.6x 104  0.2595 156.0 0.2567
±0.0015 ±0.5 ±0.0003

#5 1.4xl014  6.6x 104 0.277 195.0 0.2801 Two closely spaced
±0.001 ±0.5 ±0.0003 midgap levels seen

at 94 and 100 meV
above valence band
edge

#6 9.9x1013 5.3x10 4  0.2995 225.0 0.2976
±0.0035 ±0.5 ±0.0003

p-type
#7 l.5x10 5  480 0.2945 222.0 0.2964

±0.0035 ± 1.0 ±0.0006

I
, I
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Table U. Two-Photon Magnetoabsorption Transition Assignments

Designation Energy Level Transition Polarization

11 a+(O) -- a'(0) a or ir

Li  a+(- ) - a() oL

"2  a-(l) -. ac(I) a or ir

K3 b-(l) - bc(l) a or ir

LZ b+(-l) - bc(1) L

7r, b+(O) -" bc(O) a or ?r

, a-(2) -- ac(2) a or 7r

Ir b-(2) - bc(2) a or ir

L3  a+(O) - at (2) aL

. a+(l) - ac(l) a or r

ir a(3) -- aC(3) a or 7r

L 4  b+(O) -- bc(2) OL

L5  a-(2) - aC(2) aL

L6 b-(2) - bC(2) oL
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